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Grid Stability Reference Architecture

Overview

Suppose that you want to analyze power transmission on a grid that is monitored with Phasor Measurement 
Units (PMUs). PMUs take high-frequency measurements of power frequency, voltage, current, and phase angle 
at different locations along the grid. They use GPS signaling to ensure the time accuracy of measurements 
taken at different locations. High-frequency and time-accurate measurements enable operators and engineers to 
make informed decisions as they monitor and control the grid.

To maintain stability on a power grid, operators and engineers can use the Grid Stability Reference Architecture 
to do the following:

n Understand the steady state operation of the grid using streaming analytics that calculate descriptive 
statistics from real-time and historical PMU measurement data.

n Detect events of interest on the network in real time by monitoring PMUs and comparing measurements with 
steady state descriptive statistics.

n Categorize events by type, count, intensity, time, location, and equipment type.

n Respond appropriately to detected events.

n Capture data for post-event analysis using a high-volume data storage platform.

Template files for a sample PMU use case are provided in the ZIP file that is shipped with your Grid Stability 
Reference Architecture. After you unzip the ZIP file, you can find the files in the edge and premise 
subdirectories of IoTAnalytics/usecases/energy/PMU_substations. Be sure to move the files to 
locations that are accessible to the edge and on-premises devices that make up your environment.

In this sample use case, PMUs monitor the grid at three locations: Chester, Madison, and Hudson. The PMU 
measurement data is processed by SAS Event Stream Processing on an edge device at each location. The data 
is then sent to the data center through an Apache Kafka message broker. At the data center, an ESP server 
processes the PMU data. The data stream on-premises can be monitored in Streamviewer, sent to SAS Viya for 
further analysis, or stored in a Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).



Use-Case Artifacts on the Edge

Table 1 Data files (located in the edge/data subdirectory)

File Description

pmu_samp_gw1.csv This sample data simulates a PMU data stream from the 
Chester location.

pmu_samp_gw2.csv This sample data simulates a PMU data stream from the 
Madison location.

pmu_samp_gw3.csv This sample data simulates a PMU data stream from the 
Hudson location.

Table 2 SAS Event Stream Processing models on the edge (located in the edge/models subdirectory)

File Description

PMU_edge_Chester.xml This XML file defines a model that runs on the edge device 
at the Chester location.

PMU_edge_Madison.xml This XML file defines a model that runs on the edge device 
at the Madison location.

PMU_edge_Hudson.xml This XML file defines a model that runs on the edge device 
at the Hudson location.

Table 3 Scripts on the edge (located in the edge/scripts subdirectory)

File Description

edge_Chester Specify the argument 'start' to start an ESP server on 
the edge device at the Chester location, load 
PMU_edge_Chester.xml to the server, and stream data 
from pmu_samp_gw1.csv to an Apache Kafka topic.

Specify the argument 'stop' to stop the server.

edge_Madison Specify the argument 'start' to start an ESP server on 
the edge device at the Madison location, load 
PMU_edge_Madison.xml to the server, and stream data 
from pmu_samp_gw2.csv to an Apache Kafka topic.

Specify the argument 'stop' to stop the server.

edge_Hudson Specify the argument 'start' to start an ESP server on 
the edge device at the Hudson location, load 
PMU_edge_Hudson.xml to the server, and stream data 
from pmu_samp_gw3.csv to an Apache Kafka topic.

Specify the argument 'stop' to stop the server.
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Table 4 Streamviewer dashboards on the edge (located in the edge/reports subdirectory)

File Description

PMU_SV_Rpt_PMU_Edge_Chester.xml This Streamviewer dashboard displays charts and tables of 
data streaming through a model on the ESP server running 
at the Chester location on the edge.

PMU_SV_Rpt_PMU_Edge_Hudson.xml This Streamviewer dashboard displays charts and tables of 
data streaming through a model on the ESP server running 
at the Hudson location on the edge.

PMU_SV_Rpt_PMU_Edge_Madison.xml This Streamviewer dashboard displays charts and tables of 
data streaming through a model on the ESP server running 
at the Madison location on the edge.

Use-Case Artifacts On-Premises

Table 5 SAS Event Stream Processing models on-premises (located in the premise/models subdirectory)

File Description

PMU_Premise_Model.xml This XML file defines a model that runs on-premises.

Table 6 Scripts on-premises (located in the premise/scripts subdirectory)

File Description

pmu.ipynb Contains notebook cells that orchestrate the use case using 
the configuration files located in premise/config and 
the script files located in edge/scripts and premise/
scripts.

start_premise.sh Starts an ESP server at the data center, loads 
PMU_Premise_Model.xml to the server, and retrieves data 
from Apache Kafka. Instantiates HDFS and CAS adapters 
to subscribe to windows in the project on the ESP server.

pmu_query.sh Queries data on the CAS server and in HDFS for a 
snapshot of data streaming to those platforms.

Specify the argument -h 'TABLE1TABLE2 ...' to 
query HDFS tables.

Specify the argument -c 'TABLE1TABLE2 ...' to 
query CAS tables.
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File Description

pmu_cleanup.sh Stops the ESP server on-premises, deletes the Apache 
Kafka topic, deletes the HDFS tables, and deletes the CAS 
tables, according to the arguments specified.

Specify the argument -e hostname:http-port to 
stop the ESP server running on-premises.

Specify the argument -k kafkatopic to delete a Kafka 
topic.

Specify the argument -h 'TABLE1TABLE2 ...' to 
delete HDFS tables.

Specify the argument -c 'TABLE1TABLE2 ...' to 
delete CAS tables.

.luarc Adds CAS LUA packages to search paths.

Table 7 Configuration files (located in the premise/config subdirectory)

File Description

setvars.env Sets environment variables for CAS, SAS Event Stream 
Processing, Apache Kafka, and the Hadoop Distributed File 
System (HDFS) in the UNIX environment.

queryTable.lua Connects to a running CAS server and returns information 
about the CAS HDFS table.

dropTable.lua Connects to a running CAS server and drops the CAS 
HDFS table.

server_config.csv Specifies the configuration information used by the 
pmu.ipynb Jupyter notebook file to orchestrate the use 
case. You must specify the correct server hosts, user 
credentials, and paths in server_config.csv before running 
the use case in your environment.

Table 8 Streamviewer dashboards on-premises (located in the premise/reports subdirectory)

File Description

PMU_SV_Rpt_Premise_Event_Bubble.xml This Streamviewer dashboard displays charts and tables of 
data streaming through the model on-premises.

PMU_SV_Rpt_PMU_Premise_Event_Geomap.xml This Streamviewer dashboard displays charts and tables of 
data streaming through the model on-premises.

Table 9 SAS Visual Analytics reports (located in the premise/reports subdirectory)

File Description

PMU_report.json This SAS Visual Analytics reports visualize descriptive 
statistics of the data published to SAS Viya.
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Use-Case Architecture

The following diagram shows each of the artifacts at work in the Grid Stability Reference Architecture:

Component Description

1 A Jupyter notebook file on-premises orchestrates the use case. The notebook uses the configuration 
and script files that are shipped as use-case artifacts. You can use the notebook to start ESP servers 
on the edge and on-premises. You can also use the notebook to stream data from the edge to the data 
center through the message broker server. The notebook includes cells that shut down the ESP servers 
on the edge and on-premises. Other cells in the notebook clean up the HDFS tables, Apache Kafka 
topics, and CAS tables on-premises.

Jupyter Notebook is included in the latest Python 3.4+ Anaconda distribution. You can download 
Anaconda at https://www.anaconda.com/download/#linux. The Python libraries that are used throughout 
the notebook can be installed with pip.

Note: Some of the scripts called within the Jupyter notebook file require Lua 5.3+ and SAS 
SWAT packages. You can download Lua at https://www.lua.org/download.html. For 
information about installing and using SAS SWAT, see https://communities.sas.com/t5/SAS-
Communities-Library/Lua-and-CAS-Getting-Started/ta-p/375040.

2 Sample PMU data files simulate PMU data streams from the Chester, Madison, and Hudson 
substations. The sample data files include measurements for power frequency, voltage, current, and 
phase angles at those locations. The SAS Event Stream Processing models running on the edge ESP 
servers read their CSV files with a file-and-socket connector.
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Component Description

3 SAS Event Stream Processing for the Edge runs the edge-side PMU models on edge devices. Each 
model includes a Source window and a series of derived windows that perform analytical calculations 
on the data events that are streamed through the model. The model calculates and compares 
forecasted data with observed data using a directed graph of Aggregate, Compute, Copy, Counter, 
Functional, and Join windows. A Compute window calculates the control limits for each power unit 
based on derived statistics. After calculated, the control limit data is published from the Compute 
window to the Kafka broker as a CSV file through a Kafka subscriber connector.

For more information about the edge models, see “Edge Models”.

4 A dedicated message broker server running Apache Kafka provides the service to smoothly transfer 
data from the edge to the data center. Each PMU model running on the ESP edge servers specifies a 
Kafka publisher connector to publish events to the Kafka broker. The PMU model on the on-premises 
ESP server specifies a Kafka subscriber connector that subscribes to the output of the Kafka broker.

Note: You must install the LibrdKafka C, C++, and Apache Zookeeper libraries on the 
platform that hosts a running instance of the Kafka connector.

For information about dependencies and usage for the Kafka connector, see “Using the 
Kafka Connector for Kafka 0.9 and MapR Streams” in SAS Event Stream Processing: 
Connectors and Adapters.
For information about setting up a Kafka broker for messaging, see https://kafka.apache.org/.

5 An ESP server runs a secondary PMU model at the data center. The Source window reads the control 
limit data from the Kafka broker with a Kafka publisher connector. The model’s derived windows, which 
include Aggregate, Compute, Copy, Counter, and Procedural windows, perform extra calculations on 
the data and add location coordinates to each record. The data is published to SAS Cloud Analytic 
Services for further processing and visualization.

For more information about the on-premises model, see “On-Premises Model”.

6 The Streamviewer application provided with SAS Event Stream Processing monitors events flowing 
through SAS Event Stream Processing on-premises. The dashboards that are shipped as artifacts of 
the sample PMU use case use subscribers for windows on the edge and on-premises servers to display 
charts and tables of events flowing through the models.

For information about starting and using Streamviewer, see SAS Event Stream Processing: Visualizing 
Event Streams with Streamviewer.

7 The PMU model at the data center publishes events to SAS Viya. A running CAS adapter subscribes to 
output windows running in the main project space of the SAS Event Stream Processing model on the 
ESP server on-premises. The adapter reads data from the output window to a CAS table on a running 
CAS server. After data is in the cloud, it can be further processed using CAS actions. The Visual 
Analytics reports that are shipped as artifacts of the sample PMU use case visualize descriptive 
statistics of the data published to the CAS server.

For information about dependencies and usage for the SAS Cloud Analytic Services adapter, see 
“Using the SAS Cloud Analytic Services Adapter” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Connectors and 
Adapters.

8 The PMU model uses Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for data storage. A running HDFS 
subscriber adapter subscribes to an output window running in the main project space of the SAS Event 
Stream Processing model on the ESP server on-premises. The adapter writes the data to a specified 
location on a dedicated HDFS server.

For information about dependencies and usage for the HDFS adapter, see “Using the HDFS (Hadoop 
Distributed File System) Adapter” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Connectors and Adapters.

For information about HDFS see https://hortonworks.com/apache/hdfs/.

Note: Consult the readme.txt file that is located in IoTAnalytics/usecases/energy/PMU_substations 
for instructions about how to configure the use case to run in your environment. To run the PMU use case 
scripts, you must install the appropriate software and the corresponding environment variables defined in the 
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setvars.env configuration file. To run the pmu.ipynb Jupyter notebook file, you must also specify the correct 
server hosts, user credentials, and paths in the server_config.csv configuration file.

Use-Case Event Stream Processing Models

Edge Models

Note: You can use Streamviewer or SAS Event Stream Processing Studio to follow the model descriptions with 
a directed graph of each model.

Event stream processing models on the edge collect measurements from a substation. The models use these 
measurements to calculate forecasted values, residuals, standard deviations, and upper and lower confidence 
intervals.

To simulate data streaming from a PMU device, each model reads PMU measurement data from a CSV data file 
into a Source window with a file-and-socket connector. The event schema of the Source window reflects the 
columns of data in the CSV file:

<schema>
    <fields>
        <field name="attribute" type="string" key="true"/>
        <field name="timestamp" type="stamp" key="true"/>
        <field name="value" type="double"/>
    </fields>
</schema>

The attribute field specifies the measurement type, such as voltage, current, frequency, and angle 
measurement. The timestamp is the time of the event’s observation. The value is the measurement’s value. 
The timestamp and value fields are used as the keys for each event.

Data events stream through the Source window to an Aggregate window that calculates the forecast for each 
attribute using the moving average of values over intervals of eight minutes. A Compute window downstream of 
the Aggregate window then calculates the residual as the difference between the forecasted and observed 
values.

Another Aggregate window downstream of the Compute window calculates the lagged residual from the residual 
of the previous event of the same attribute. A Join window combines the lagged residual with the observed 
value into a single event with attribute, timestamp, value, forecast, residual, and prevResidual 
fields.

An Aggregate window downstream of the second Join window calculates the standard deviation for each 
attribute from the lagged residual values. Another Join window combines the standard deviation with the 
measurement values into a single event with attribute, timestamp, value, forecast, residual, and 
stddev fields.

A Compute window calculates the upper and lower control limits as three standard deviations from the moving 
average. This Compute window has the following schema:

<schema>
    <fields>
        <field name="attribute" type="string" key="true"/>
        <field name="timestamp" type="stamp" key="true"/>
        <field name="value" type="double"/>
        <field name="forecast" type="double"/>
        <field name="residual" type="double"/>
        <field name="stddev" type="double"/>
        <field name="uCtlLimit" type="double"/>
        <field name="lCtlLimit" type="double"/>
    </fields>
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</schema>

The Compute window publishes events to an Apache Kafka broker with a Kafka publisher connector. The Kafka 
broker publishes this data to the ESP server on-premises.

On-Premises Model

The model on-premises reads data from the Kafka broker that receives data from the ESP servers on the edge.

A Source window in the model on-premises receives data from the Kafka broker using a Kafka publisher 
connector. The schema of the Source window on-premises is similar to the schema of the Compute window that 
published to the Kafka broker from the edge. All the fields are the same, but the Source window has a station 
key field unique to the location and measurement type rather than an attribute key field unique to just the 
measurement type. From the Source window, the model splits the data stream into two branches:

n The first branch combines incoming data events with unique measurement types and locations for a given 
timestamp into a single event for each timestamp with fields for measurement values of each type and 
location.

A Compute window creates an event where the measurement value field is the value for the location and 
measurement type corresponding to the station field. The window places a null value in the measurement 
value fields of all locations and measurement types that do not correspond to the station field. This 
Compute window has the following schema:

<schema>
    <fields>
        <field name='station' type='string' key='true'/>
        <field name='value' type='double'/>
        <field name='Chester_Freq' type='double'/>
        <field name='Chester_Curr_Mag' type='double'/>
        <field name='Chester_Volt_Mag' type='double'/>
        <field name='Madison_Freq' type='double'/>
        <field name='Madison_Curr_Mag' type='double'/>
        <field name='Madison_Volt_Mag' type='double'/>
        <field name='Hudson_Freq' type='double'/>
        <field name='Hudson_Curr_Mag' type='double'/>
        <field name='Hudson_Volt_Mag' type='double'/>
        <field name='in_time' type='stamp' key='true'/>
    </fields>
</schema>

An Aggregate window downstream of the Compute window populates null event fields with the last non-null 
value affecting that field within each 30-second interval. A CAS adapter subscribes to the events streaming 
through the Aggregate window in order to store the event data for further processing.

n The second branch sends data events with values outside the upper and lower control limits to a training and 
scoring clustering model that is used to detect events of interest across the power grid.

A Filter window filters events with values outside the upper and lower control limits. Values outside the 
control limits are considered alerts.

A Procedural window calculates geographical information for the stations in the event and creates new fields 
for the ZIP code, longitude, and latitude of each event’s station.

A Train window downstream of the Procedural window clusters the events based on the timestamp, using the 
DBSCAN clustering algorithm. A Score window receives data events from the Procedural window and model 
events from the Train window. The Score window scores the data events using the trained DBSCAN model, 
and assigns a cluster ID to each event based on its timestamp, along with the minimum distance of the event 
to the cluster centroid.
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An Aggregate window downstream of the Score window counts the events in each cluster for each minute 
interval. A Join window combines the events that stream through the Aggregate window with the events from 
the Score window by cluster ID and ZIP code.

Two CAS subscriber adapters read in data events from the two branches of the model. After the data has been 
loaded to CAS tables, you can interact with snapshots of the data streams using SAS Visual Analytics. You can 
use the report templates that are shipped with the use case artifacts.

SAS® and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or 
trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration. Other 
brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright © 2018, SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA. All Rights Reserved. April 2018 5.1-P1:iotcases
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